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  absorption chilling,     33  

  acoustically excited vortex,     56  

  aero gas turbines    

  emission impact,     81–3  

  peaking applications,     30  ,   58  

  weight constraints,     85   

  air separation unit,     75  

  air toxics,     96  

  alternative fuels,     64  

  ammonia slip,     39  

  anaerobic digestion,     72  

  annular combustors    

  architecture,     60  

  premixed,     339 

  single stage,     339  

  two stage,     346    

  autoignition,     54  ,   245    

  biofuel,     65  

  bioreactor,     71  

  bitumen,     65  

  bottoming cycles,     37    

  can annular combustor    

  architecture,     59  

  cap and liner assembly,     325  

  dual fuel standard nozzle assembly,     324   

  carbon dioxide    

  capture and storage,     99  ,   212  ,   214 

  capture vs. transport/storage,     215  

  emission issues,     213  

  impurity issues,     214  

  specii cations,     214   

  emissions,     83   

  carbon monoxide    

  emissions,     5  ,   41  ,   222  ,   226  ,   303  

  formation    

  effect of pressure,     195  ,   196   

  NO x  vs. CO divergence,     31  ,   89  ,   98 

  fuel-air ratio effect,     181  

  non-premixed l ame,     307   

  oxidation,     180     

  carbonic acid corrosion,     214  

  chlorol uorocarbons,     97  

  clean coal technology.        See  integrated gasii cation 

combined cycle  

  climate change,     96  

  coal gasii cation,     35  ,   73  

  coalbed methane,     68  

  cogeneration    

  challenges,     34  

  cogeneration vs. separate production,     115  

  district energy systems,     34  

  importance,     33   

  combined heat and power.        See  cogeneration  

  combustion instabilities    

  conditions,     56  

  fuel staging,     14  

  heat release oscillations,     55  

  hydrodynamic instabilities,     56   

  combustor    

  architecture    

  can,     59  

  can annular,     59  

  full annular,     60   

  blowoff,     50  

  characteristics,     4  

  combustion regime    

  staged vs. non-staged,     44   

  design priorities,     238  

  design requirements,     83  ,   292  

  dry low NO x ,     36  .    See  lean premixed combustion  

  emissions.        See  emissions 

  carbon monoxide.        See  carbon monoxide  

  exhaust gas recirculation,     217  

  lean premixed vs. RQL,     248  

  nitrogen oxides.        See  nitrogen oxides  

  oxyfuel combustion,     225  

  partial premixing,     278  

  particulate matter.        See  particulate matter  

  prevaporization,     242   

  exit temperature proi le,     18  

  l ame stabilization,     298  

  l ashback,     51  ,   246 
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  boundary layer,     52  

  core l ow,     51  

  vortex breakdown,     54   

  fuel l exibility,     291  

  fuel staged,     13  ,   248 

  approaches,     61  

  combustion efi ciency,     14  

  combustion instability,     14  

  fuel coking,     14  

  heat load,     13  

  lean premixed,     310  

  mixing issues,     302  

  part load,     318 

  methods,     318 

  fuel switching to individual 

burners,     320  

  longitudinal fuel staging,     322  

  piloted premixed l ame,     318  

  piloting by adjacent burners,     321    

  soot emissions,     13  

  stability risk,     13   

  fuel-air mixing.        See  fuel-air mixing  

  heat release and burnout,     300  

  liner    

  cooling,     18  ,   21 

  emissions,     22   

  designs,     21–2  

  fatigue cracks,     21  

  heat loads    

  convection,     21  

  radiation,     20    

  non-premixed.        See  non-premixed combustor  

  operating limits,     6–8  ,   291  

  premixed,     237  ,    See  premixed combustors     lean 

premixed combustion  

  pressure losses,     4  ,   282  

  rich quench lean,     8–13 

  advanced designs,     11  

  challenges,     12–13   

  liner durability,     12  

  smoke control,     12   

  designs,     8  

  emission challenges,     9–10  

  fuel-air ratio lapse,     9   

  safety,     292  

  stability,     243  ,   279  ,   292  

  turbulence production,     300  

  variable geometry,     252   

  condensation nucleus counter,     126  

  critical velocity gradient,     52  

  cross-i re tubes,     59  

  crude oil,     64    

  Damkohler number,     50  ,   302  

  diesel fuel,     64  

  differential mobility analysis,     126  

  district energy systems,     34  ,   43  

  dual fuel capability.        See  backup fuels    

  electrostatic separator,     126  

  emission policies    

  Canada,     105  

  European countries,     106  

  other countries,     109  

  United States,     102   

  emission trading scheme,     108  

  emissions,     29  ,   57  ,   82 

  air pollutants,     97 

  air toxics,     96  

  carbon monoxide.        See  carbon monoxide  

  measurements,     100  

  nitric oxides.        See  nitrogen oxides  

  particulate matter,     82  ,    See  particulate matter  

  SO x ,     82  ,   97  ,    See  gaseous aerosol precursors, 

species, SO x   

  unburned hydrocarbons,     82   

  effect of power,     6  

  emerging issues,     91  

  impact,     37  

  limits,     89  

  low vs. high altitude,     82  

  measurement,     87  

  policy considerations,     100  

  reduction,     39 

  national activities,     95   

  valuation,     114   

  energy efi cient engine program,     248  

  enhanced coal bed methane recovery,     213  

  enhanced oil recovery,     213  ,   214  

  environmental assessment,     110  

  EPA SPECIATE database,     162  

  exhaust gas recirculation    

  applications,     209  

  carbon dioxide capture,     213  

  chemical kinetics effect,     211  

  CO emissions,     222  

  combustion impact,     210  

  combustor considerations,     216  

  emission requirements,     213 

  molecular oxygen,     213  

  nitrogen oxides,     213  

  sulphur dioxide,     213   

  external vs. internal,     216  

  NO x  emissions,     218 

  fuel-air mixedness,     223  

  mechanistic pathways,     219  

  oxygen concentration,     219  

  water and carbon dioxide effects,     221   

  radiation heat transfer,     210  

  transport properties,     210   

  experimental clean combustor program,     248    

  i rst commerical power plant,     32  

  Fischer-Tropsch synthesis,     73  

  l ame holders,     244  

  fuel cell,     48  

  fuel coking,     14  

  fuel injectors,     15  ,   16  ,   19 

combustor (cont.)
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  air blast atomization,     16  

  pressure atomization,     15   

  fuel staging.        See  combustor, fuel staged  

  fuel-air mixing    

  Damkohler number,     302  

  jet penetration,     18–19  

  mixing enhancement methods    

  using air l ow,     312  

  using fuel jet momentum,     312   

  unmixedness parameter,     314   

  fuel-air ratio vs. load,     43  

  fuels    

  alternative fuels,     64  

  comparison,     65  

  gas,         65 

  associated gases,     70  

  backup fuels,     67  

  classii cation,     294  

  coke oven gas,     71  

  landi ll gas,     71  

  natural gas    

  applications,     295  

  liquei ed natural gas,     69  

  natural gas vs. coal technology,     99  

  non conventional sources,     68  

  non-premixed combustors,     323  

  pipeline natural gas,     65 

  effect of composition,     67  

  sulphur,     68  

  variability,     66  .    See  peak shaving 

  implications,     66    

  premixed combustors,     334   

  non associated gases,     70  

  peak shaving,     67  

  propane,     67  

  reactivity,     294  

  rei nery gas,     70  

  syngas,     73 

  compositions,     74  ,   75 

  future scenarios,     75   

  sources,     73    

  synthesis,     73  

  uses,     73   

  synthesis gas.        See  syngas   

  liquid fuel,     63  ,   296 

  crude oil,     64  

  diesel,     64  

  diesel fuel,     64  ,   65  

  distillates,     64  

  jet fuel    

  composition,     176   

  non-premixed combustors,     323  

  premixed combustors,     334  

  usage,     65   

  surrogate fuels,     177   

  full fuel cycle analysis,     113    

  gas pipeline industry,     36  

  gas research institute,     66  

  gaseous aerosol precursors,     154 

  evolution,     155  

  open questions,     170  

  species,     156 

  organics,     156 

  contribution to particulate formation,   

  161  ,   162  

  control,     157 

  alternative fuels,     164  

  l ame ionization detector,     157 

  limitations,     158    

  emission proi le,     162    

  formation,     167 

  mechanisms,     168  

  oxidative route,     167  

  pyrolysis route,     167   

  fuel impacts,     168  

  measurement challenges,     158   

  SO x ,     156 

  formation,     165  

  fuel impacts,     167  

  fuel source,     160  

  measurement,     166  

  regulations,     157  

  sulphur dioxide,     160  

  sulphur trioxide,     160  

  sulphuric acid,     160     

  General Electric full burner staging,     62  

  green house gases    

  carbon dioxide,     83  

  hydrochlorol ourocarbons,     97  

  methane,     99  

  methane vs. carbon dioxide,     36  

  nitrous oxide,     97  

  reduction,     99   

  Grenelle environment forum,     109  

  ground based gas turbines    

  combined cycles,     31 

  advanced designs,     45  

  issues    

  condensers,     31  ,   41  

  noise impacts,     31  ,   42  

  thermal pollution,     31  ,   41  

  vapour plumes,     31   

  selective catalytic reduction,     32   

  cycle enhancements    

  reheat, recuperation, intercooling,     26   

  designs    

  aeroderivative,     57  

  heavy duty,     57  

  plug and play,     57   

  dispatchable power source,     29  

  l exibility,     28  

  fuels,     62  

  grid interaction,     28  

  microgrids,     29  

  remote power generation,     64  

  repowering,     32 

  advantages,     38  ,   99   
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  synchronous operation    

  issues,     28   

  tandem operation,     28  

  water addition,     27  ,   41     

  hazardous air pollutants,     162  

  heat recovery steam generator,     32  ,   33  

  high speed civil transport program,     252  

  humid air turbine,     48  

  hybrid or duplex injectors.        See  fuel injectors  

  hydraulic fracturing,     69  

  hydrocarbon oxidation,     176  ,   179 

  chemical time scales,     182  

  high temperature,     178  

  low temperature,     178  

  role of nitric oxide,     190   

  hydrochlorol uorocarbons,     97  

  hydrogen-oxygen system    

  chemical kinetics,     179     

  ICAO.        See  international civil aviation 

organization  

  ignition    

  igniter placement,     17  

  mechanism,     15  ,   280  

  relight, starting,     15  

  stabilization,     16   

  integrated energy and climate programme,     109  

  integrated gasii cation combined cycle,     35 

  General Electric projects,     74  

  impact,     35   

  integrated mixer l ame holder,     254  

  integrated pollution prevention and control,     106  

  intercooled recuperated cycle,     47 

  merits,     47   

  international civil aviation organization    

  committee on aviation environmental 

protection,     86  

  data bank, sheets,     87  

  emission certii cation test,     87  

  emission standards,     86 

  adoption issues,     92  

  landing-takeoff cycle,     86      

  laminalloy,     254  

  landing fees,     93  

  large combustion plant directive,     106  

  lean direct injection,     263 

  NO x  emissions,     264  

  operability aspects,     265  

  prevaporization,     264   

  lean premixed combustion    

  applications,     239  

  atomizers,     256  

  autoignition,     245 

  correlation,     246  

  measurement,     246   

  combustion efi ciency,     244 

  emissions,     244 

  effect of wall temperature,     245    

  cooling methods,     251  

  emissions    

  comparison,     248  

  NO x ,     238 

  effect of pressure,     239  

  mixture inhomogenity,     241  

  stoichiometry,     240    

  exit temperatures,     240  

  l ame holding,     244 

  bluff body,     244  ,   260  

  perforated plate,     252  

  swirl stabilization,     244  ,   260   

  l ashback,     246  

  lean premixed prevaporized combustor,     247  

  NASA funded programs,     248 

  Vorbix combustor,     250 

  stability,     251    

  partial premixing,     250  ,   261 

  combustor operability issues    

  alternate fuels,     284  

  combustion oscillations,     283  

  emissions,     278  

  exit temperature,     283  

  ignition,     280  

  pressure loss,     282  

  stability,     279  

  thermal management,     281   

  GE twin annular premixing swirler 

combustor,     272  

  Japanese TechCLEAN combustor,     270  

  lifted l ames,     265 

  jet l ame vs. bluff body stabilized 

l ames,     265  

  piloting,     267 

  internal pilots,     269  

  internal vs. external,     267  

  methods,     267   

  stability factors,     266   

  Rolls Royce lean combustor,     275   

  premixing,     257 

  injection/mixing devices,     257  

  liquid premixing issues,     259  

  methods,     258   

  prevaporization,     242  ,   255 

  NO x  emissions,     242  

  vaporization rates,     256   

  stability,     243   

  lifted l ames,     265  

  liner    

  cooling,     18  ,   21 

  emissions,     22   

  designs,     21–2  

  durability,     12  

  fatigue cracks,     21  

  heat loads    

  convection,     21  

  radiation,     20      

ground based gas turbines (cont.)
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  maximum available control technology policy,     103  

  methane,     36  ,   99  

  multi angle absorption photometry,     126  

  multi nozzle quiet combustor,     326  

  municipal solid wastes,     71    

  national environmental policy act    

  military engines,     92   

  natural gas,     68  

  new source performance standards,     102 

  July 2006 regulation,     103   

  nitrogen oxides    

  control    

  landing fees,     93  

  post combustion    

  selective catalytic reduction,     39  ,   85  ,   116  ,   192  

  selective non-catalytic reduction,     192  

  water injection,     39  ,   43  ,   48  ,   76  ,   85   

  process modii cation    

  air staging,     193  

  lean direct injection,     192  

  lean premixing,     40  ,   85  ,   191  

  lean prevaporized premixed,     192  

  reburning,     194    

  emission criteria,     101 

  concentration vs. output based,     101   

  emissions    

  exhaust gas recirculation,     216–24  

  lean direct injection,     263  

  lean premixed combustion,     238  

  prevaporization,     242   

  formation,     5  ,   183  ,   200 

  effect of equivalence ratio,     184  

  effect of pressure,     195  ,   198 

  burner stabilized premixed l ame,     197  

  counterl ow diffusion l ame,     196  

  fuel-air mixing,     197  

  lean premixed swirl burner,     199  

  other factors,     196   

  fuel source,     188  

  N 2 O pathway,     186  ,   305  

  NNH pathway,     187  

  non-premixed l ames,     306  

  pathways,     183  ,   189  

  premixed l ames,     307 

  effect of mixing quality,     311  

  perfectly premixed,     308 

  effect of pressure,     308  

  effect of residence time,     309  

  turbulent l ames,     310    

  prompt mechanism,     186  ,   305  

  thermal mechanism,     184  ,   305   

  jet fuel ignition,     191  

  jet methane reduction,     83  

  jet ozone formation,     82  

  nitrous oxide,     97  

  world bank guidelines,     110   

  non-premixed combustor    

  Alstom designs,     327  

  Alstom LBtu combustor,     332  

  Alstom MBtu combustor,     330  

  can annular,     323  

  design criteria,     303  

  General Electric systems,     323  

  Siemens designs,     331  

  silo combustors,     328  

  very compact combustor,     329   

  nozzle aerodynamics    

  design criteria,     54     

  organic Rankine cycles,     37  

  Orimulsion®,     65  

  oxyfuel combustion    

  applications,     210  

  carbon dioxide capture,     214  

  combustor considerations,     224 

  blowoff,     225  

  l ame temperature vs. residence time,     229   

  emissions,     225 

  carbon monoxide,     226 

  post-l ame relaxation,     228   

  molecular oxygen,     227  

  requirements,     214   

  integrated gasii cation combined cycle,     225  

  oxyfuel combustion vs. exhaust gas 

recirculation,     214     

  partial premixing,     261  

  particulate matter    

  break-up vs. erosion,     137  

  carbonization rates,     141  

  coalescence,     138 

  collision frequencies,     138 

  Smulochowski equation,     138   

  particle size distribution,     139 

  method of moments,     140  

  monodisperse distribution,     139  

  quadrature method,     140  

  sectional method,     140   

  rates,     139   

  control,     144–6 

  lean premixing,     143   

  dilution effects,     145  

  formation process,     130 

  modeling issues,     132   

  fuel effects,     142 

  gas vs. PAH laden,     143  

  jet fuel content,     143  

  physical vs. chemical properties,     143   

  global warming,     124  

  ground vs. aero engines,     147  

  impact of combustor design,     145  

  inception,     132 

  aromatic ring formation,     133  

  multi-ring aromatics,     133  

  pyrene-pyrene dimerization,     134 

  mass production rate,     134    

  indirect control,     124  
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  limits,     124  

  measurement standards, methods,     126  

  oxidation,     136 

  ageing effects,     138  ,   141  

  molecular oxygen,     137 

  Nagle and Strickland-Constable rate,     137  

  oxidation rate,     137   

  role of hydroxyl radical,     136 

  oxidation rate,     138    

  polyaromatic hydrocarbons,     145  

  radiation loss,     142 

  gas turbine engines,     142  

  optical thickness,     142   

  sampling,     128 

  loss issues,     129   

  secondary particulate matter,     82  

  smoke number,     89  ,   124 

  relantionship with soot mass,     128   

  surface growth,     134 

  active surface area,     135  

  hydrogen abstraction carbon addition 

model,     134  

  soot mass growth rate,     135   

  temperature and pressure effects,     141  

  terminology,     123  

  time scales,     140   

  peak shaving,     67  

  pet coke,     73  

  piloting,     267  

  pollutants.        See  emissions  

  pollution prevention and abatement 

handbook,     110  

  positive matrix factorization,     162  

  power purchase agreement,     29  

  premixed combustor,     237 

  Alstom designs,     335  

  General Electric DLN-1,     348  

  General Electric DLN-2,     350  

  Siemens DLN,     355  

  Siemens hybrid combustor,     339  

  Siemens PCS,     359  

  Siemens ULN,     357  

  silo combustor,     334  

  single stage annular,     339  

  two stage annular,     346   

  premixed vs. non-premixed combustion,     293 

  l ame characteristics,     296  

  fuel choice,     295   

  prevention of signii cant deterioration 

program,     102  

  pyrolysis,     73    

  reburning,     194  

  recuperated cycle,     46  

  repowering,     32  

  rich quench lean.        See  combustor rich quench 

lean    

  scanning mobility particle sizer,     126  

  selective catalytic reduction,     39  ,   85  ,   116  ,   192 

  issues,     39   

  selective non-catalytic reduction,     192  

  semi-closed oxyfuel combustion combustion 

cycle,     224  

  shale gas,     68  

  shale oil,     64  

  silo combustor,     59  

  smoke number,     89  

  stability loop,     49  

  stratospheric cruise emission reduction,     252  

  sulfuric acid corrosion,     214  

  supersonic transport    

  emission requirements,     252   

  surrogate fuels,     177  

  swirling l ames,     54  

  syngas,     35  ,   73–5 

  combustion challenges,     35  

  emission challenges,     35   

  syngas burners    

  design criteria,     54     

  thermal pollution,     97  

  thermal-deNO x .        See  selective non-catalytic 

reduction  

  turbine    

  design considerations,     18–19  

  durability    

  rotating blades,     18  

  static hardware,     18    

  turbulence production,     300  

  turbulent l ame speed,     51  ,   300    

  vitiated air,     189 

  effect on fuel oxidation,     189   

  Vorbix combustor,     250    

  wastewater treatment,     72  

  water injection,     39  ,   43  ,   48  ,   76  ,   85  

  water shift reaction,     35  

  white certii cate system,     109  

  Wobbe index,     294  

  world bank guidelines,     110    

  Zeldovich mechanism,     5  ,    See  nitrogen oxides     

particulate matter (cont.)
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